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Explore Slovenia on day trips from Ljubljana
Ljubljana lies at the centre of Slovenia, a scenic and diverse country where the distances are short and
most of major attractions are easily accessible. It's no wonder that it's the perfect base for discovering
Slovenia. A number of day trips options run by local travel agencies is available and can be booked at
the website www.visitljubljana.com.
In Ljubljana you can choose from a vast range of attractively priced organised day-trips offering you the
opportunity to visit the country's major attractions or explore the distinctive features of its amazingly
diverse regions. By cooperating with the local travel agencies Ljubljana Tourism extended the focus of
visitors from just learning about Ljubljana on a guided city tour to discovering the whole of Slovenia in a
user friendly and organized way.
You can visit places as diverse as the stunningly beautiful Lake Bled, Lake Bohinj or Soča Valley in the
high mountainous region of the Alps or the charming little towns like Piran or Koper on the Adriatic
coast. The world famous Postojna Caves are only about 50 kilometers from Ljubljana. If you wish for a
shorter getaway, it only takes minutes to reach the peaceful and unspoiled countryside of the city's green
surrounding areas, which offer endless opportunities for hiking, cycling, fishing and horse riding.
Apart from day-trips, Ljubljana Tourism's online 'experience shop' also offers organized activities such as
guided city tours, tourist boat cruises, food tours, cooking workshops, pub crawls, horseback riding,
tandem paragliding, flying, skiing, white water rafting, climbing etc.
Some of the most unique experiences on offer include a walking tour of the remains of the Roman city of
Emona led by costumed guides, a Slovenian cooking workshop, a traditional 'Slovenian evening', various
food tours and even a hot-air balloon flight over Ljubljana.
For more information on trips in the area, visit the official website of Ljubljana and the Central Slovenia
Region (www.visitljubljana.com).
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